166                  ENGINEEBING SPECIFICATIONS.
Rubble stone masonry is to be used for the central part of the dam, for the overflow, for the center walls of the earth embankments, for most of the structures and appurtenances of the dam, and wherever ordered by the engineer.
Rubble stone masonry shall be made of sound, clean stone of suitable size, quality and shape for the work in hand, and presenting good beds for materials of that class. Especial care must be taken to have the beds and joints full of mortar, and no grouting or filling of joints after the stones are in place will be allowed. The work must be thoroughly bonded. The faces of the rubble stone masonry, especially the up-stream face of the walls, shall be closely inspected after they are built, and if any mortar joints are not full and flush, they shall be taken out to a depth of no less than three inches or more, if so ordered, and repointed properly.
A large quantity of rubble stone masonry in mortar is to-be used in the construction of the central part of the dam and of the center wall and overflow.
The stones used therein must be sound and durable; they must have roughly rectangular forms, and all irregular projections and feather edges must be hammered off. Their beds, especially, must be good for materials of that class, and present such even surfaces that, when lowering a stone on the level surface prepared to receive it, there can be no doubt that the mortar will fill all spaces. After the bed joints are thus secured, a moderate quantity of spawls can be used in the preparation of suitable surfaces for receiving other stones. All other joints must be equally well filled with mortar.
The quality of the beds is to regulate, to a large extent, the size of the stones used, as the difficulty of forming a good bed joint increases with the size oi the stones.
Various sizes must be used, and regular coursing must be avoided, in order to obtain vertical as well as horizontal bonding.
The sizes of the stones used will vary also with the character of the quarries, but, especially in the places where the thickness of masonry is great, a considerable proportion of large stones is to be used. If the size and character of the stones, in the opinion of the engineer, shall admit of it, the joints (except the beds), instead of being filled with mortar, may, at his request or on his approval, be filled with concrete made as hereinbefore specified, with the exception that the component materials be mixed in the proportion of one part of cement to three parts of small stone or gravel of such size as the engineer shall direct, and thoroughly rammed, care being taken to use a moderate amount of water only which must be brought to the surface by ramming, such filling of joints with concrete to leave no vacancies and to be thoroughly made. If concrete is

